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Abstract
As social network services has become one of the most successful web-based business, recommendation in social
network sites that assist people to choose various products and services is also widely adopted. Collaborative Filtering
is one of the most widely adopted recommendation approaches, but recommendation technique that use explicit or
implicit social network information from social networks has become proposed in recent research works. In this paper,
we reviewed and compared research works about recommendation using social network analysis and collaborative
filtering in social network sites. As the results of the analysis, we suggested the trends and implications for future
research of recommendation in SNSs. It is expected that graph-based analysis on the semantic social network and
systematic comparative analysis on the performances of social filtering and collaborative filtering are required.
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1. Introduction

a graph where nodes are users and links are
relationships. Therefore, network analysis and graph

Social network services has become one of the

theories can be utilized in various ways to improve

most successful web-based business, and there are

the performance of recommendation in SNSs. The

hundreds of social network sites (SNSs) supporting

purpose of our research is to identify the state of

a wide range of interests. A large number of com-

the art of recommendation using social network

panies are using SNSs as their marketing channels.

analysis by comparing it with CF and draw im-

Recently, recommendation which uses a social net-

plications from the comparison. As SNSs become

work is growing fast because recommendation in

popular, research about recommendation using so-

SNSs can give new chances for attracting and

cial information is growing fast. We expect that

retaining customers. Traditionally, collaborative fil-

implications from the current literature will help to

tering (CF) was used a lot for recommendation of

develop new recommendation applications in SNSs.

products and services. CF is a method of making

In this paper, we will review and compare re-

automatic recommendation for a user by collecting

search works on recommendation using social net-

preferences from other neighbors who bought si-

work analysis and CF in SNSs, also will catego-

milar products. The underlying assumption of CF

rize them with criteria defined in the paper and

is that if users X and Y have similar buying pat-

draw implications from the results. Furthermore,

terns, then they will have similar taste on other

we will analyze the trends of recommendation in

items too [1].

SNSs from the review results, and postulate impli-

Neighbors in CF mean users who have similar

cations for future research of recommendation such

buying patterns or rating patterns on items as

as the use of social semantic web and graph theo-

mentioned before, and recommendation is made

ries in SNSs.

from the preferences of neighbors. In social net-

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

works, the friends can substitute the neighbors.

Brief overview of social network analysis and colla-

The important issue of using friends instead of

borative filtering are described in section 2. Section

using neighbors is that recommendation with the

3 analyzes recommendation with SNA and CF

friendship of a social network could outperform that

including hybrid of SNA and CF, and categorized

of traditional CF. Lerman [2] showed that users

them with our criteria. Section 4 proposes research

tend to like products which friends posted or liked.

trends of recommendation in SNSs and implications

Moreover, Domingos [3] insisted that the network

for future research. Conclusion is presented in the

value of customers is important. Moreover, there

last section.

exist customers who are more influential than
others, and the influence recursively work through
the entire network. Therefore, the use of a social
network could enhance the performance of recom-

2. Overview of Social Network
Analysis and Collaborative
Filtering

mendation in SNSs. Furthermore, it is possible to
apply various network analysis methods on the

This section describes brief overview of related

social network because it can be represented with

works on social network analysis and collaborative
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filtering. A number of network analysis methods

Social network analysis (SNA) was developed to

are described in section 2.1 and review on survey

investigate the interaction among members of a

papers on collaborative filtering was described and

community to understand the structure of social

traditional limitations of collaborative filtering were

networks [5]. In social network analysis, nodes

explained in section 2.2

represent individuals of the social network and links
represent a single or multiple types of relationships

2.1 Social Network and Network Analysis

among the individuals [6].
One of the important analysis methods in SNA

Ellison and Boyd [4] defined SNSs as “webbased services that allow individuals to (1) construct

is centrality, which shows how influential an individual is in a network. There are three important

a public or semi-public profile within a bounded

centrality measures, which are degree centrality,

system, (2) articulate a list of other users with

closeness centrality and betweenness centrality [5].

whom they share a connection, and (3) view and

Degree centrality measures how many nodes are

traverse their list of connections and those made

directly connected to a node. The degree of the node

by others within the system.”

means centrality and power. Closeness centrality

The Major SNSs started with SixDegrees.com

calculates the distance of a node to all other nodes

at 1997 and there were LiveJournal, AsianAvenue,

while degree centrality counts only the number of

and BlackPlanet before 2000. The SNSs such as

immediate links. Betweenness centrality is defined

Cyworld, Skyblog, LinkedIn, MySpace, Last.FM,

as the number of shortest paths between pairs of

Flickr, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter are very

other nodes that run though a node. It means that

popular. A number of SNSs such as Facebook and

the node with high betweenness centrality poten-

MySpace are general-purpose while other SNSs

tially could be a broker or gatekeeper in the net-

such as Last.fm and Flickr that focus on one

work.

interest of users such as music, photo, movie, and
story are special-purpose.

There are other SNA methods such as vertex
similarity and cohesive subgroups. Vertex simila-

The most important feature of SNSs is that they

rity is based on the structure of a network, and

provide a list of friends who are also users of the

jaccard similarity and cosine similarity are the widely

site, so a social network can be simply defined as

adopted similarity measures. Vertex similarity can

a network connected with friendship links. Friend-

be used to measure the similarity between custo-

ship is explicit social information and there are also

mers. That is, customers with high vertex simi-

implicit information obtained in a social network.

larity to a target customer can be considered as the

Both explicit and implicit information can be used

neighbors for recommendation [5]. For example,

for recommendation in SNSs. Sometimes, implicit

Huang et al. [7] proposed CF algorithms that use

information can be used in order to alleviate the

various vertex similarities. The concept of sub-

explicit friendship or as a method to estimate the

group can be used group customers with similar

degree of friendship. Moreover, it is possible to

preferences for recommendation. All members of

distinguish whether a friendship is real or fake by

cohesive subgroup should be reachable from each

using implicit information.

other. There are various types of subgroups such
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as cliques, N-cliques, k-plexes, and k-cores.

similar consumers while the item-based algorithm

A social network can be represented with a

computes product similarities and recommend pro-

graph, so it is possible to apply various graph

ducts which are similar to the purchased items. The

theories for recommendation in addition to SNA

dimensionality-reduction algorithm condenses the

methods. For example, Konstas et al. [8] used Ran-

similarity matrix and recommends based on the

dom Walk with Restarts for recommendation and

less-sparse matrix in order to alleviate the sparsity

Cantador and Castells [9] used preferences sprea-

problem. The generative-model algorithm also

ding on multi-layered semantic social networks.

alleviates the data-sparsity problem by using latent

Semantic social network can be described as a so-

class variables that represent the patterns of con-

cial network where the components are represented

sumer-product interactions. The spreading-acti-

with Semantic Web standards such as RDF and

vation algorithm explores the consumer-product

OWL. Therefore, various Semantic Web techniques

graph which represents consumers and products as

can be used in the analysis of semantic social

nodes, by using the spreading-activation algorithm.

network. The spreading-activation algorithm also

It also addresses the sparsity problem. The link

can be applied in recommendation with social net-

analysis algorithm utilizes social-network analysis

works [10].

and Web page ranking. In the article, the linkanalysis algorithm and spreading-activation algo-

2.2 Collaborative Filtering

rithms showed the best performance and the second
respectively, in precision, recall, F-measure, and

In the Internet environment, recommendation is
widely used to assist people to choose various

rank score measures. It is interesting that the graph
based algorithms showed high performances.

products and services, and Collaborative Filtering

Su and Khoshgoftaar [1] suggested three cate-

(CF) is one of the most widely adopted recom-

gories of collaborative filtering techniques: Memory-

mendation approaches. Many new CF techniques

based CF, Model-based CF, and Hybrid recom-

have been developed to enhance the performance

menders. Memory-based CF techniques are the

of recommendation in various situations. The basic

most common CF techniques. The techniques iden-

idea of CF is to recommend items which are con-

tify neighbors of a user by using the user-item

sumed by the people who have similar consump-

database, and predict the preference of the user

tion style with the user.

from those of the neighbors. The algorithms consist

Huang et al. [10] investigated the CF algorithms

of similarity computation, prediction and recommen-

which are popular in e-commerce applications. Six

dation computation, top-N recommendation. Model-

algorithms (the user-based algorithm, the item-

base CF techniques have been suggested to com-

based algorithm, the dimensionality-reduction algo-

plement the shortcomings of memory-based CF

rithm, the generative-model algorithm, the sprea-

algorithms. The design of models such as data

ding-activation algorithm and the link-analysis al-

mining algorithms and statistical methods were

gorithm) were reviewed in the article. The user-

used to recognize complex patterns from item-user

based algorithm computes a consumer similarity

data in the model-based CF techniques [1]. Hybrid

matrix and recommends items based on a set of

CF systems combine CF with other recommen-
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dation techniques such as content-based recom-

cluding just social information in SNSs. The second

mendation. Moreover, two different CF techniques

section reviewed recommendation using social in-

can be combined. It is interesting that Su and

formation and CF at the same time in SNSs. The

Khoshgoftaar [1] insisted that the future CF tech-

third section reviewed hybrid recommendation that

niques should be effectively applied in fast-growing

used SNA and CF. The last section categorized and

mobile applications, and the social network appli-

organized them with a table, and propose brief

cation is one of them.

implications from the results.

The well-known limitations of CF are scalability,
sparsity and cold start [11, 12]. Scalability problem

3.1 Recommendation using SNA in SNSs

means that CF has serious computational complexity increment as the number of user increases.
Sparsity problem is that there are few items having

The term Social Filtering (SF) or social information filtering was used as the same meaning with

ratings while there is huge number of items. Cold

CF in the earlier studies, which means the approach

start problem is that it is difficult to identify a user’s

that recommends items based upon values assigned

neighbors when the user does not evaluate enough

by other people with similar taste [13]. However,

number of items. Most recent studies on CF tried to

the recent studies defined SF as the recommen-

overcome the limitations by adopting new methods

dation technique that use explicit or implicit social

such as social information and social network analysis.

network information from community networks or
affinity networks [14]. Bobadilla et al. [14] sug-

3. Analysis on Recommendation using SNA and CF in SNSs

gested trust and reputation are closely related to

A literature survey approach has been employed

approaches, trust networks, etc. Most of the studies

as the research methodology in this research. The

on SF aimed to obtain improvements in recommen-

literature search was conducted using various

dation by using social information [15, 16], and

combinations of keyword such as: recommendation

showed that SF outperforms traditional CF in the

SNS, collaborative filtering SNS, recommendation

used scenarios.

social network, social filtering, social network

the social information used in trust-based SF such
as trust propagation mechanisms, ‘follow the leader’

There are two ways of using social network

analysis collaborative filtering. In addition to Google

information. The former is using social information

Scholar and NDSL which are general purpose jour-

directly from a social network, and the latter is

nal paper search engines, the search services of

using results from network analysis on the social

journal publishers such as Springer Link, Elsevier

network. There are two types of social information:

Science Direct, and IEEE Xplore were used to collect

explicit and implicit as mentioned in Section 2.1. A

the literature. Twenty two papers were chosen for

number of studies built their own social networks

the literature survey from the eighty two papers

for recommendation while the others use general-

of the search results. Reviews on recommendation

purpose or special-purpose existing SNSs. We re-

in SNSs are divided into four sections. The first

viewed research works about recommendation in

section describes recommendation using SNA in-

SNSs based on the above three features.
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Mesnage et al. [16] suggested the idea of the

cial-purpose SNS. They used not only explicit

social shuffle, which recommends tracks and di-

friendship that is a User-User matrix, but also im-

ffuse discoveries through the social network. Star-

plicit information such as social tags which are

net application on Facebook was used in the work,

User-Track, User-Tag, and Track-Tag matrices

so an existing general-purpose SNS was used.

to build a social graph. Moreover, Huang et al. [10]

They showed that social recommendation that re-

suggested recommendation with spreading-acti-

commends a track randomly from the tracks that

vation. The algorithm in the paper traverses con-

have been rated by friends of the subject were

sumer-product graph from target consumer to

better than non-social recommendation. Expli-

calculate activation levels of all nodes, and de-

cit friendship was directly used in the algorithm.

termine recommendation of each product with the

Golbeck and Hendler [15] used the social network

activation levels of the nodes.

Film Trust where users can rate their trust on
friends, and used it for movie recommendation.

3.2 Recommendation using CF in SNSs

They used not only explicit friendship but also
implicit trust to alleviate explicit information. Kautz

Recommendation using CF in SNSs Considerable

et al. [17] constructed its own social network by

number of SF research works incorporated social

using co-occurrence of names in any documents

information into CF in order to enhance the per-

publicly available on the WWW, and recommended

formance of recommendation, while a group of SF

experts with the social network. Implicit social

works made recommendation with pure social net-

information was directly used in building the social

work information. The former will be reviewed in

network and recommendation.

this section while the latter was reviewed in the

There are studies that tried to use various types

previous section. Liu and Lee [18] suggested CF

of social information through various SNA me-

with combined neighbors consisted of nearest

thods. Huang et al. [7] used six linkage measures

neighbors and friends, which showed the best per-

employed in social network link prediction for the

formance among CF algorithms with traditional,

measures calculating similarity between users in-

social, combined and amplified neighbors. The algo-

stead of traditional similarity measures, where links

rithm made recommendation with explicit friend-

were user-item relationship. It is interesting that

ship in the general-purpose SNS, cyworld. You et

the study used SNA methods without an existing

al. [19] combined CF and social information from

social network.

Facebook in order to alleviate the cold start pro-

A social network naturally has the characteristics

blem. It proposed a technique that combines CF of

of a graph because users are connected to other

users’ rating and the users’ genre interest extracted

users with friendship links. Therefore, it is possible

from ‘Like’ of the users on ‘Facebook Pages’ for

and natural to use graph analysis methods in SF,

movies. Actually, ‘Like’ is not explicit friendship

which makes one of important differences with CF.

between people, so the algorithm used implicit in-

Konstas et al. [8] recommended music tracks by

formation of SNS to alleviate CF. Thay et al. [20]

using the framework of Random Walk with Re-

integrated social relationship from users’ behavior

starts (RWR) in Last.fm which is an existing spe-

in Facebook with CF. Two measures were com-
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bined in the research work. The first measure was

the studies explained above, and suggest impli-

that of traditional CF and the second was the users’

cations from the results. The purpose of catego-

relationship with their friends by counting posts

rization is to find important trends from literature.

and comments which were implicit information.

Firstly, the trend on the basic recommendation
algorithm is moving from CF to SF, SNA and

3.3 Hybrid Recommendation using SNA and CF

Graph based algorithm. Therefore, the first crite-

Another interesting area of recommendation using

SF, SNA and Graph. CF is collaborative filtering

rion is the algorithm which is categorized into CF,
social networks is hybrid of SNA and CF. Park et

without social information and SF is a recom-

al. [21] built a customer network by linking custo-

mendation algorithm with similarity calculated with

mers who have similar buying preferences in order

only social information. SNA uses only the results

to solve the cold start problem. After that, products

of network analysis and Graph uses graph analysis

that had been bought by the customers whose

method for similarity. Hybrid recommendation is

centrality were high in the network were recom-

represented with ‘+’ and the composed algorithms

mended for a new customer. Centrality is one of

such as CF+SNA which integrates CF and SNA.

the representative methods of SNA. However, the

Secondly, the studies were categorized with the

constructed network is not a social network be-

type of social information used, which are explicit

cause the link is not friendship. They used simi-

and implicit. The trend of this criterion is using

larity measures of CF in the construction of the

more implicit information. Explicit information

network. Ohira et al. [22] integrated SNA and CF

means explicit friendship and implicit information

with the similar manner. They used collaborative

is other remaining social information of a social

filtering to calculate similarity between users for

network. The last criterion of categorization is the

determining links of the social network. The links

type of the social network. There are three types

were visualized so that users could find and de-

which are ‘General-purpose’, ‘Special-purpose’, and

termine appropriate experts from the graph. The

‘Make own’. The type ‘Make own’ means that the

integration of SNA and CF proposed by Cantador

study constructed its own social network for

and Castells [9] is interesting in the sense that it

recommendation instead of using social information

suggested a new CF method using network analysis

from existing SNSs. <Table 1> shows the results

on a semantic social network. Firstly, they made

of categorization for 12 studies.

ontological representation for the user preferences

There are a number of implications from the

and proceeded clustering on semantic concepts of the

categorization results. Firstly, most studies using

ontology. Based on the clustering results and the

SNA constructed their own social network for

links between preferences and users, they clustered

recommendation. Therefore, recommendation with

users and determine neighbors from the clusters.

SNA in existing SNSs will be interesting. Especially, implicit social information was used to con-

3.4 Categories of Recommendation in SNSs

struct the social networks so we expect that investigation of recommendation using explicit social

We reviewed and analyzed recommendation using
SNA and SF so far. This section will categorize

information in the existing SNSs would give us
valuable results.
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<Table 1> Categories of Recommendation in SNSs
Literature

Algorithm

Social Information

Social Network

Mesnage et al. [16]

SF

Explicit

General-purpose

Golbeck and Hendler [15]

SF

Explicit+Implicit

Special-purpose

Kautz et al. [17]

SF

Implicit

Make own

Huang et al. [7]

SNA

Implicit

Make own

Graph (RWR)

Explicit+Implicit

Special-purpose

Konstas et al. [8]
Huang et al. [10]

Graph

Implicit

Make own

Liu and Lee [18]

CF+SF

Explicit

General-purpose

Thay et al. [20]

CF+SF

Explicit+Implicit

General-purpose

You et al. [19]

CF+SF

Implicit

General-purpose

Park et al. [21]

CF+SNA

Implicit

Make own

Ohira et al. [22]

CF+SNA

implicit

Make own

Cantador and Castells [9]

CF+SNA

Implicit

Make own

4. Research Trends and Implications of Recommendation
in SNSs

4.1.2 Graph-based approaches
A social network can be represented with a graph
where nodes represent users and links represent
friendship between users, so it is natural to apply

This section investigated research trends of

graph theories to analysis of friendship in the social

recommendation in SNSs from the review re-

network. Therefore, studies suggested recomme-

sults of section 3. Moreover, implications for

ndation using graph theories instead of traditional

future research in the recommendation area were

SNA. For example, Huang et al. [10] suggested re-

drawn.

commendation with spreading-activation. Random
Walk with Restarts by Konstas et al. [8] is another

4.1 Research Trends of Recommendation in SNSs

example of graph-based approach in recommendation.

4.1.1 Utilization of Implicit Social
Information
Implicit social information such as the number of

4.1.3 Network Analysis without an Existing
Social Network

posts can be used in order to estimate trust between

Author names and affiliations are to be centered

users and to quantify friendship and preferences for

beneath the title and printed in Times New Roman

items. Konstas et al. [8] used social tags for recom-

11-point, non-boldface type. Multiple authors may

mendation by building a social graph using User-

be shown in a two or three-column format, with

Track, User-Tag, and Track-Tag matrix. Golbeck

their affiliations below their respective names.

and Hendler [15] integrated trust with friendship

Affiliations are centered below each author name,

to alleviate explicit friendship. You et al. [19] tried

italicized, not bold. Include e-mail addresses if

to complement common preferences between users

possible. Follow the author information by two

by using ‘Like’ in Facebook Pages.

blank lines before main text.
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sting SNSs. Therefore, we expect that recommendation with SNA in existing SNSs would be in-

4.2.1 Recommendation with Graph theories

teresting. Moreover, the investigation of recommen-

in the Semantic Social Network

dation using explicit social information in the exi-

Cantador and Castells [9] constructed ontological

sting SNSs would be promising because implicit

representation for the user preferences and made

social information was used to construct the social

recommendation by clustering the concepts. The

networks.

study is interesting in the sense that it used semantic social network, but the ontology is limited

4.2.3 Analysis on the Performances of SF

in user preferences. Most SNSs provides only one

and CF

link which is friendship in social networks. How-

Most research works using social information

ever, there are many other possible links such as

reviewed in this paper showed recommendation

‘Like’ in Facebook. Therefore, various relations bet-

with social information outperforms traditional CF.

ween customers and items can be represented in

It is suggested that users tend to like products or

a social graph if the Semantic Web is utilized to

services that submitted by friends or friends liked.

represent the relationships. Moreover, the nodes in

However, there is no deep analysis on the mecha-

social networks could be connected to other onto-

nism why the recommendation by social informa-

logies in the Semantic Web. We expect that recom-

tion is better. It is expected that more systematic

mendation would be done in an extended semantic

analysis on the mechanism will be able to help more

social network soon, and more diversified graph

effective use of social information in recommen-

theories and traversing techniques would be used

dation.

in the semantic social network because it consists
of various types of resources and links. Furthe-

5. Conclusion

rmore, it is possible to represent and analyze not
only the relationship between users but also bet-

Explicit and implicit social information of a social

ween a user and an item with the Semantic Web

network is becoming widely used in research works

techniques that includes various description lan-

about recommendation of products and services in

guages such RDF and ontology reasoning tech-

various SNSs. Moreover, various analysis methods

niques. We expect that it will help to make effective

including social network analysis and graph theory

recommendation by considering both explicit friend-

are used in order to utilize the social information.

ship and implicit social information in the semantic

Further, hybrid of SNA and CF is adopted in con-

social network.

siderable number of recent recommendation studies.
Therefore, we reviewed and compared research

4.2.2 Recommendation using SNA in the
Existing SNSs
As discussed in Section 3.4, most studies using
SNA constructed their own social network for recommendation instead conducting SNA in the exi-

works about recommendation using SNA and CF
in SNSs, and categorized them with the dimensions
of algorithm, type of social information and type of
the social network used in the studies.
As the results of the analysis, we suggested the
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trends of recommendation in SNSs. Firstly, the

[3] Domingos, P., “Mining social networks for viral

utilization of implicit social information is increa-

marketing”, IEEE Intelligent Systems, Vol.20,

sing. Secondly, graph-based approaches using a

No.1(2005), pp.80-82.

social network are also increasing. Thirdly, most

[4] Ellison, N. B. and D. M. Boyd, “Social network

recommendation using SNA was not made in exis-

sites: Definition, history, and scholarship”, Jour-

ting SNSs. Furthermore, we proposed implications

nal of Computer-Mediated Communication,

for future research as follows : we expect that the

Vol.13, No.1(2007), pp.210-230.

semantic social network will be a promising tool

[5] Xu, Yunhong, Ma, Jian, Sun, Yong-Hong, Hao,

of recommendation in SNSs. Moreover, we expect

Jinxing, Sun, Yongqiang, and Zhao, Yongqiang,

that recommendation with SNA in existing SNSs

“Using Social Network Analysis as a Strategy

will be interesting because it is hard to find those

for E-Commerce Recommendation”, paper pre-

studies. Lastly, comparative analysis on the perfor-

sented at the PACIS 2009, Hyderabad, India,

mances of SF and CF that shows how and why

2009.

the friendship is better than neighbors is required.
As SNSs become popular, a tremendous amount
of data is gathered and new applications using the

[6] Freeman, L. C., “Centrality in social networks
conceptual clarification”, Social networks, Vol.
1, No.3(1979), pp.215-239.

data are becoming introduced. Recommendation is

[7] Huang, Zan, Li, Xin, and Chen, Hsinchun, “Link

one of the promising applications, so we analyzed

prediction approach to collaborative filtering”,

trends, implications and future directions through

paper presented at the Proceedings of the 5th

the literature survey. We expect that various useful

ACM/IEEE-CS joint conference on Digital li-

recommendation services will be studied and deve-

braries, Denver, CO, USA 2005.

loped along the guide of our results. The most

[8] Konstas, Ioannis, Stathopoulos, Vassilios, and

important limitation of our research is that in-depth
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